Team Collaboration & Visibility

Create the best hybrid working
experience for your people
Visibility and access to everyone's schedule helps keep your team in sync like never
before

Challenges
Connecting with the right people
Employees are missing out on face-to-face team
collaboration and with everyone on a different
schedule, it’s hard to connect with the right people
face-to-face in the oﬃce.

Wasted commutes to the oﬃce
In pre-pandemic work, everyone knew their team
would be in the oﬃce. That’s changed. Employees
want to know in advance where their team are
working so they can plan ahead.

Building deeper team connections
Colleague connection, and community is now a
priority for employees. Workplace leaders are
keen to build company culture amongst their
people with the right tools to help them connect
face-to-face.

Solution
Schedule visibility
Plotting when you expect to be in the oﬃce or
working remotely on a given week and allowing
other colleagues to see that plan so they can
connect with you.

Employee access
Connecting with the right people outside of your
direct teams is paramount for getting work done.
Accessing the right people fast and connecting
with them helps everyone achieve great work.

Understand employee booking habits
By giving employees the ability to choose how their
people work best allows workplace leaders to
understand how their spaces are being used, and on
which days.
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Top Features

Personal Kadence

Proﬁles & Teams Activity

Collaborate at the right time
Teammates can easily collaborate by
knowing the best time to meet in
advance with clear visibility to
teammate schedules

Streamline team coordination
See all of your teams in one single
overview and plan ahead by knowing
when your team plan to be in the oﬃce,
at which location

Tap into employee habits
Allow your team to choose when and
where they work best to better
understand space usage and
employee booking habits

Know when and where your team are working
At a glance bookings visualized in one
place allowing users to see where their
team are working and when

Employee Directory

Colleague Finder

Access the right people fast
Full access to colleagues' proﬁles
allows employees to see their
schedule, and when they're next in the
oﬃce so they can plan to connect

See where your teammates are sitting
Users can see where their teammates
are sitting on the interactive oﬃce ﬂoor
plan, and within the ‘upcoming’ section
on their proﬁle

Manage your people in one place
Now with all of your people in one
place, you can ﬁnd anyone you need
using intuitive ﬁltering to ﬁnd who
you’re looking for

Book a space near your teammates
Now that you know where your
colleagues are sitting, you can tap on
the nearest space that has the right
amenities you need for the day and
make your booking
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Customer Testimonials
Simple, intuitive and
valuable

Return to the oﬃce with
conﬁdence

Productive, Essential,
Easy

The self-certiﬁcation feature has
really helped us manage various
regulatory requirements.

Kadence is really easy to use and
understand. It has enabled out team
to return to the oﬃce with
conﬁdence and clarity,

With the pandemic, it is very
important to keep track of any
tracing and interaction. With
Kadence, this process made it easy
and simple.

Workplace Experience Supervisor,
Softchoice

Director of Finance & Operations,
Create Charity

Properties Assistant, Shipt

About Kadence
Our vision is to create a world in which every person has access to the opportunity, the tools, and the environment to
do their best work wherever they are. Now is the time for organisations to reimagine and reinvent the way they work
and seize the opportunity to create a strong people-ﬁrst culture where everyone can thrive.
We believe the way we work should lift us up, not lock us in – enabling people to ﬂourish in everything they do. That’s
why we’re building the next generation of tools for hybrid working, designed to unleash the potential of people,
powering a more positive way of getting work done.
By building the operating system for the future of work, we improve the coordination of people, time, and space to
help teams feel trusted and empowered to make the best choices about how, when, and where they get their best
work done.

Book a demo today at kadence.co
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